REQUESTING CORDURA® BRAND HANGTAGS & LABELS

WHAT YOU WILL NEED TO PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR
CORDURA® Brand Hangtags and Sew-in Labels:
1. PRODUCT/GARMENT DETAILS:
We want to know details about the product or garment you will apply CORDURA® fabric hangtags or labels to.
Is the item for the Outdoor Industry, or is it a “Travel” item or is classified as “Apparel” for example?
And we want to know about where the item will be sold; which region of the world?
Using our classification options on the website, please select the best match for these items.
Garment/Product brand name:
One of the details we request is the brand name that will be used on the item. This is usually the name of the
brand or company selling the item. For example, if the item is a pair of jeans, you should provide the primary
brand name that is on the jeans label. Or if the item is a backpack, use the brand that is on the main backpack
label.
2. FABRIC DETAILS:
We will ask you to provide details about the CORDURA® fabrics you are using in your products.
For each fabric that you add to your hangtag request online you will need to provide:
The name of the fabric supplier, the fabric style number and the quantity purchased.
And, you’ll need to tell us the details of the fiber content of the fabric.
You can get this information from your fabric supplier. Ask them for the CORDURA® brand Notification of
Approval document for the fabric. Ask them for the fabric content or composition specification.
The quantity of CORDURA® fabric used per product. You will need to identify the amount of fabric you are
using to make your product(s). For example, 1.2m per item or 0.5yd per piece.
3. FREIGHT/SHIPPING DETAILS:
The delivery address for your order of hangtags/sew-in labels: We only deliver orders to end-item
manufacturers (cut & sew locations), brand houses or buying offices. We do not typically deliver hangtags or sewin labels to fabric suppliers.
Your shipping carrier/courier service name and account number: The account that you would like us to use
to send your shipment. The shipping costs of your order will be billed to the account that you provide.

Additional Information We Will Request to Process Your Order:
1. A copy of your invoice from your fabric supplier(s), showing style number and metres/yards purchased.
2. A photograph or diagram of the product(s) you are manufacturing clearly showing where CORDURA®
fabric is used.
Use the CONTACT US options on our website if you have any questions about hangtags or your order.
Please note: Your request may be delayed if you do not provide us with all the information required. INVISTA reserves the right to refuse to
supply hangtags/sew-in labels if the requested information is not provided or if the request does not meet our guidelines for CORDURA®
brand hangtags and labels.
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